Declaring Cognitive Science or Psychology as your **SECOND** Major

If you are already declared in a 1st major and are wishing to declare one of our majors as a 2nd major you are required to:

1. **Provide a link to your first major's online Academic Plan.**
   Your plan must be updated recently & include your first major advisor’s e-signature. Ask your first major advisor to give you editing access, so you can follow the instructions in the academic plan video to add your Cognitive Science or Psychology courses & give editing access to psypeer@ucsc.edu.
   *Please note, if you don’t have access to this online Academic Plan, you must contact your first major advisor BEFORE submitting your declaration request for Cognitive Science or Psychology. Please allow extra time for your first major advisor to complete this request.

2. **Upload a Petition For Major Declaration** that includes your first major advisor’s signature.
   *Please note, if you don’t have this PDF form from your first major, you must contact your first major advisor BEFORE submitting your declaration request for Cognitive Science or Psychology. Please allow extra time for your first major advisor to complete this request.